Welcome back for the Spring Semester!

Start-of-Semester Reminders:

- If you're seeking to be at UCLA or UC Irvine in Fall 2016, call the Transfer Center for an appointment Wednesday morning. For those of you seeking UC Irvine Honors-to-Honors admission (GPA > 3.7) that means tomorrow. 949.582.4328

- Log into MySite and make sure you're enrolled in the classes you think you're enrolled in. Make sure no automatic drops for financial or other reasons occurred.

- Does the Library have your textbook on reserve? The YouTube video http://youtu.be/3AObqei9qA (2:35) shows you how to check.
- If you believe you completed the Honors Program in Fall 2015, make sure you've applied for transcript notation with [this form](https://www.saddleback.edu/honors/).

- If you've successfully completed a course in which you previously earned a D or F, you must file for grade forgiveness. **It's not automatic!** Use [this form](https://www.saddleback.edu/honors/) from A&R. (There are two forms per page. We don't know why. You need only one.)

---

**Fall 2016 Transfers:**

Keep checking your email and portals of all places to which you've applied!

This is not an exhaustive list of what's going on with all our partners; there's no space for that, and that's what your email and portals are for.

However, we might mention here that the UC application updates are due January 31st, Chapman University documents are due March 15th, and CSU updates are all over the place.

Want to double-check or triple-check information? Good idea. Remember the Transfer Center is where many of your best friends, biggest supporters, and most knowledgeable people in general work!

---

**Thought for the day:**

"IT'S IN THE SYLLABUS!"

---
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